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Abstract

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) launched a Coordinated Research Program in
November 1997 on Improvement of Safety Assessment Methodologies for Near Surface Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facilities (ISAM). The purpose of this paper is to describe the program and its goals,
and to describe achievements of the program to date. The main objectives of the ISAM program are
outlined. The primary focus of ISAM is on the practical application of safety assessment methodologies. Three
kinds of practical situations are being addressed in the program: safety assessments for large vaults typical of
those in Western Europe and North America, smaller vaults for medium and industrial wastes typical in eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union, and a proposed borehole technology for disposal of spent sources in low-
technology conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a Coordinated Research Program of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). The Research Program is on the Improvement of Safety Assessment
Methodologies for Near Surface Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities (ISAM). In addition to
describing the program and its goals, a progress report of accomplishments to date is given. The main
objectives of the ISAM program are: to provide a critical evaluation of the approaches and tools
currently used in the post-closure safety assessment of proposed and existing near-surface radioactive
waste disposal facilities; to enhance the approaches and tools used; to provide participants with
practical experience in the implementation of the approaches and tools; and to build confidence in the
approaches and tools used. The primary focus of ISAM is on the methodological aspects of safety
assessment with emphasis on the practical application of these methodologies. One of the main
components of the program is the development of safety cases by both individual participants and by
participants working as a group. This will allow participants to test and understand safety assessment
approaches and will give practical experience in their implementation. There are three Working
Groups in the ISAM program:
- the Scenario Development Working Group (led by Japie van Blerk, Atomic Energy Corporation

of South Africa);
- the Modeling Working Group (led by Paulo Heilbron, Commisao Naciaonal de Atomica Energia

Brazil);
- the Confidence Building Working Group (led by George Dolinar, Atomic Energy of Canada

Limited); and
The three Working Groups are assembling and summarizing information and data and developing
tools as necessary. Participants apply the tools that become available during the ISAM program to the
group and their individual safety cases. The intention of the organization is to provide access to new
and improved methodologies for specific aspects of the safety assessment, and to test those
methodologies on real site-specific problems. In this way, the robustness and completeness of the
methodologies are tested.
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2 CURRENT EFFORTS

2.1 Confidence Building Working Group

Confidence building is a general term that refers to procedures and approaches that are used to justify
the approaches taken in a safety assessment. Four topic areas have been identified by ISAM
participants as being of interest: compilations; communication; quality assurance, and treatment of
uncertainty. Tasks have been identified for each topic, and deliverables have been agreed upon.
Progress has already been made toward meeting each of the deliverables.

Compilations: There has been broad interest from the participants in having access to compilations
(assembled lists) of various documents and data that would be useful in the safety assessment process.
Examples of the compilations are safety indicators, regulations, and safety assessment documentation.

Communications: There has been much interest in audience-specific issues related to communication.
A number of specific audiences were defined including regulatory authority, the public and technical
and scientific audiences. Simple methods of presentation directed at establishing trust and
believability in the safety assessment were seen as an important outcome. Initial activities have been
focused on gathering information regarding communication materials that have been used with
different audiences.

Quality Assurance (QA): There is considerable interest in QA methods and standards appropriate to
the safety assessment process. Some participants required guidance of on how QA is implemented, for
example, input tracking and verification, and document review. The first task has been to assemble
information on the QA standards that have been applied in the safety assessment process in various
programs.

Uncertainty: The topic of uncertainty has had considerable discussion from a variety of points of
view. The ISAM participants felt that specific additional effort would be useful on uncertainty
analysis related to safety assessment. In particular, the concepts of conservatism, deterministic and
probabilistic analysis, and issues related to uncertainty (and confidence issues) with respect to the
iterative performance assessment process would be very beneficial. The initial task in this area is to
provide a discussion document in about 6 months time.

2.2 Scenario Generation And Justification Working Group

The approach and concept behind scenario development in the international context is somewhat
different than in the U.S. Internationally, scenario development refers both to identification of
initiating events and processes, and to identification of internal processes at work in the system. In
U.S. low-level waste literature, these latter processes are generally considered to be an initial
component of conceptual model development. By contrast, the term scenario development as it is
referred to in ISAM comprises both scenario development in the U.S. sense, and much of conceptual
model development. The intent of this working group is to investigate approaches for making these
steps more traceable and defensible. To this end, three initial tasks have been identified: development
of a FEPs database, development of a generic scenarios database, and identification of methods for
deriving and documenting scenarios from FEPs.

Production of a FEPs database: There is interest among RCM participants in defining and compiling
a comprehensive FEPs database for near surface facilities which is interactive and user-friendly. The
first steps are to collect information from RCM participants themselves and to conduct a literature
survey. A draft FEPs list has been developed and is under review in the program.1 In addition,
participants have been asked to apply the FEP list and scenario development process to each of the
safety cases prior to the 2nd RCM in February 1999. In this way, practical experience will be
generated about the applicability to real systems, and it is expected
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Production of a generic scenarios database: Some participants suggested that it would be useful to
compile a generic set of scenarios. Again, the first steps are to collect information from ISAM
participants themselves and to conduct a literature survey. This will establish which scenarios are
currently being used in safety assessments for near surface disposal facilities. This set of scenarios
will then be analyzed and grouped into different categories.

Evaluation of methods for generating and screening FEPs and scenarios: There are a number of
methods which are currently being used to generate FEPs and scenarios as well as others which are
currently under development. Participants at the RCM concluded that the Working Group should
conduct a literature survey of these methods and then evaluate them. The emphasis will be on:
- methods for generation and screening of FEPs
- generation of scenarios from FEPs ; and
- screening scenarios to establish which should be considered in the consequence analysis.

2.3 Modeling And Data Working Group

The modeling and data working group has been established to identify broadly the type of analyses
and approaches that are being implemented worldwide in safety assessments. Furthermore, specific
attention is being paid to state-of-the-art software tools available for safety assessments that may have
broad applicability. To accomplish these goals, four initial tasks have been identified: a compilation
of existing safety assessment models, development of a generic parameter database, development of a
software database, and publication of a glossary of terms.

Safety assessment model compilation: participants identified this activity as particularly important.
The aims of this task are:

- to compile a list of models which can be used as a basis for safety assessment software, including
boundary conditions;

- to evaluate approaches for choosing or developing appropriate safety assessment software,
including the development of conceptual and mathematical models from scenarios.

Parameter database: participants concluded that it would be useful to develop a database containing
ranges of near surface safety assessment parameters. It is envisaged that the database would be
particularly helpful during the site selection phase or during early iterations of the safety assessment
process when little site specific information may be available. Data on disposal systems, radionuclide
transport, biosphere and human exposure will be collected from both the literature and ISAM
participants.

Definition of modelling and data terms: participants concluded that it would be useful to define
modelling and data terms, with particular emphasis on parameter definitions.

Safety assessment software: participants expressed considerable interest in collating information
about software that is either available or under development for the safety assessment of near surface
repositories. Participants also wish to develop a better understanding of safety assessment software.

2.4 Safety Cases

RADON-Type Disposal Facility

The Eastern European Vault subgroup represents an integration of ISAM participants and an ongoing
project from the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI), on safety in the former Soviet Union. It
is anticipated that integration of activities from these two programs will result in improved
dissemination of information generated in ISAM to nations in eastern Europe.
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Vault Disposal Facility

Of the three Group Safety Cases, the vault facility subgroup represents a type of facility most familiar
to a U.S. Department of Energy audience. The Safety Case is focused on an assessment of a proposed
disposal facility for miscellaneous commercial low-level waste, including power-plant waste, medical
waste, and industrial waste. The vault design is similar to a U.S. proposed disposal facility, in that it
is a massive concrete earth-mounded below-grade structure. The geological and biological setting has
been chosen to be Vaalputs, South Africa.

Bore Hole Disposal Facility

The Bore Hole Safety Case is focused on demonstrating iproof of concept! for a disposal technology
for spent sources. In many developing countries, spent sources are a significant human health hazard.
Furthermore, they often represent the only type of radioactive waste in the country. As a result, there
is often no plan for disposal in the country. In addition, since radioactive waste management is
limited to spent sources in these countries, there is often little expertise available in the country.

To address this problem, a technology has been proposed that uses existing levels of technology in a
specialized manner for disposal of spent sources. A specialized waste form is under design, which is
intended to be disposed in ordinary water-well boreholes. In this way, improved safety can be
achieved with minimal application of technology. The intent of the iproof of concept! is to
demonstrate that acceptable safety, and acceptable confidence in the safety assessment, can be
achieved under these conditions.

3. SUMMARY

A research program is in progress for improving safety assessment methodologies for near-surface
waste disposal facilities. Each of the activities in the program is directed toward improving the
defensibility and traceability of safety assessments. In addition to developing methodological aspects
of the assessments, the approaches are being applied in a practical sense to real safety assessment
problems. In this way the robustness and practicality of the methodologies is tested. Results from the
program will be widely disseminated, and will improve the state of the art of safety assessments
worldwide.
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